Remains To Be Seen Characters

**Bud and Mac**—two janitors of “U Do It” Trunk Rental Company - discover and ignore the body in trunk

**Narrator**—Moves the plot along. Is part Rod Serling, part Jack Webb, part Robert Stack and part John Cleese.

**Sam** and **Ella**—proprietors of the U Do It store in local town.

**Officer Badman and Goodman**—two local police officers who start and assist in the investigation. Your basic good cop/bad cop. One calm and straight laced the other not.

**Agents Muledeer and Sullen**—two FBI agents who take up the investigation. Agent Muledeer is known for his forays into the unexplained and mysterious. Agent Sullen wishes they were known for something normal.

**George and Martha**—proprietors of the U Do It office is another city. A dynamic couple with issues.

**Madame DuBoys**—a washed up old time film star waiting for the elusive close up

**Noel**—Madame’s inebriated personal assistant

**Edie Buffet and Nick Niagra**—a couple of lack luster lounge singers. Edie has been around the block and since her husband/singing partner was arrested for tax evasion she has taken young Nick under her wing.

**Trixie and Iggy**—shady characters that run a bar

* in original production - Mac was a “Maxine” and Sam was a “Samantha”
** Bud also played Noel. Ella also played Edie. Narrator also played George.